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Introduction 

In the context of international politics, world encountered with the deregulation 

process of globalization which increase the importance of international organizations. 

When defining foreign policies of nations;the  problems’ like terrorism, transnational 

organized crime, proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, climate change, 

cultural differences tensions between socities is required multilevel relations and so 

on.Turkey has also decisive position in international arena because of being in the 

crossing point of different foreign dynamics.The Turkish perception about 

international organizations chronologically can be started from Ottoman Times of 

19th century.Its perception was Europe oriented way although being as an East 

Empire.This can be referred with the Paris Congress provisions which Ottoman was 

respected as European Power
1
.On the other hand,there was a distrust about 

international creations like League of Nation ,Vienna Congress related with the being 

of European organizations coming to  the World War I and  also after it.While 

constituting the Republic of Turkey, the perspective about international organizations 

can be associated with the hovering between the closeness about the European way 

and distrust of European establishments.According to Akgün statement, almost all 

Turkish diplomats and executives  distrustfully approached to multilateral diplomacy 

who  were brought up by Ottoman institutions.
2
The principles of League of Nations –

which establish  for protecting the international peace- and new Turkish state foreign 

policy approach-which respect  sovereignty and base on reciprocal interest- highly 
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overlapped.Nevertheless, Turkey did not be member of League of Nations until the 

1932.Generally, this indicate that  the early establishment years of Republic’s Foreign 

Policy was  ground on realist perspective which considered important geopolitical 

situation of Turkey. Therefore , international organizations were act with 

suspicion.Only the being matter of  national security and national interest , they gave 

priority organizations like NATO. 

After the early years of republic,  considering the relationship of Republic of Turkey 

with international organizations,the emerging rooted structural changes in the 

international politics and the changes in the domestic policy, Akgün defined that 

period between 1945-1990 which also include the Cold War times as being “complete 

Westernization”
3
 period.Secondly, he referred the Post Cold War as terms of 

multidimensional relationships.In the terms of first cycle,it can briefly explainable 

with the War Diplomacy of Turkey and integration with West against Soviet threat.On 

the other side; 

In the post-cold war period while Turkey has been trying to strengthen its existing 

connections with the western organizations such as the EU, it also actively seeks 

to develop new economic,cultural and political ties with the neighboring countries 

in the Middle East, Caucasia, Central Asia by undertaking bold initiatives.In 

reality, in Turkey’s new activist foreign policy approach that has gradually 

emerged in the post-cold war era and recentlyby well-formulated by some 

intellectuals and practitioners, international organizations have now come to be 

seen as strategic instruments providing leverage and flexibility the Turkish foreign 

policy.
4
 

Later the brief summary about Turkish perception for international organizations with 

the referring periodical terms, generally,we will try to examine that changing 

perceptions about international organizations in Turkey, the place of international 

organizations within the sphere of Turkey’s activist, multi-level  foreign poliy and 

global condition in the light of several crucial factors.Therefore, this study purposes 

emphasizing the general characteristics of Turkey’s membership of international 
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organizations in the face of  factors that geopolitical position,identity and foreign 

policy choices and especially in the Cold War and Post-Cold War Era.However, these 

three factors and other factors interweave so it is hard to differentiate between them 

with hard lines.  

According to GEOPOLITICAL POSITION 

During the Cold War Period,Turkey integrated her policy to West and this situation 

lead to becoming member of international organizations like NATO and United 

Nations.The NATO is common security organizations of Western block which 

established in 1949 by 12 member.Turkey participated NATO when first enlargement 

process of it in 1952.Before the accesing of Turkey in NATO, at June 1950, Menderes 

Government decided to sent troops to South Korea with the vote of confidence and 

also within the UN framework
5
.Thus, they persuaded USA and  Europe public opinion 

for the Turkey membership of NATO.This issue show us that west-sided policy of 

Cold War period and DP government economic policy inclinations.In this context , 

Turkey supported the establishment of the World Bank and the IMF which are the 

economic and financial pillar of the UN sytem.
6
As for Europe, Turkey was being 

member of OECD which established for distributing of Marshall aid,initiated by 

USA
7
. Then in 1949, Turkey was one of the founders of the Council of Europe which 

established to promote democracy and human rights in Europe.
8
 

Geopolitical changes were really seen after the falling apart of Eastern Bloc.Turkey’s 

geopolitical position has also changed.At this point, İlhan
9
 stated that only Eastern 

Europe gained stability with the way under the NATO and the EU umbrella.The other 

four areas as the Balkans, the Caucasus, the Middle East and the Central Asia are in 

the Turkey political field.This greatly increases the sensivity of the situation in 

Turkey, make a very special geopolitical position. This indicate that Turkey  require a 
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very strong culture,strong political,social, economic and military structure which 

compatible with western and eastern cultures.Turkey is active in a multitude of 

regions.
10

Therefore,it can be said that Turkey follow multi-dimensional policy and 

want to maintaining peace,enhancing stability,security and prosperity in the 

world.Furthermore, Turkey aware that global scale problems can solve with the global 

scale collabration according to statement of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in the own 

official website.
11

This type of collabration make real with UN which have widest 

participation and most stable legitimacy.Turkey also exhibit effective diplomacy 

within the UN which the only universal forum of world.In this context, Turkey 

became again candidate for reelection of UN Security Council.
12

This candidacy is also 

important because of unifying features of Turkey without any distinctions between 

East and West or North and South.We can refer to policies “zero problems with 

neighbours”
13

, projects across a wide geography from the Caribbean to the Pasific 

islands
14

,combating terrorism with adressing its root causes
15

, “the Mediation  for 

Peace”
16

 as examples  which followed for global security and peace during the term of 

non-permament Turkey membership of the United Nation Security Council (2009-

2010).They marked the significant capacity about the candidacy of the Republic of 

Turkey to the United Nation Security Council (UNSC) for the period 2015-2016. 

During the Cold War and Post Cold War Period, Turkey’s omni-directional character 

can be explainable with the international organizations memberships of Turkey that 

are “the United Nations, the Council of Europe,the NATO, the Organization for 

Economic Cooperation and Development(OECD)
17

, the Organization Security and 

Cooperation in Europe,the World Trade Organization, the Organization of the Islamic 
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Conference(OIC)
18

 , the Black Sea Economic Cooperatin Organization(BSEC)
19

,the 

Economic Cooperatin Organization(ECO),the Developping 8 (D-8)
20

,the Conference 

on Interaction and Confidence Building Measure in Asia(CICA).”
21

 After the Cold 

War, the ending of the War  affected the international  role of the Turkey. Also, 

Turkey empower relations between the organizations which Turkey have already join 

them.On the other hand, Turkey endeavor to continue membership process with the 

nonmembership organizations as the European Union.Otherwise,  Turkey supported 

the international organization as NATO which have geographical enlargement 

strategy and have new mission as combat with terrorism.With the this purpose, Turkey 

actively contribute the United Nations peacekeeping force operations at the military 

level. 

In the Post-Cold War period, Turkey spearhaded some regional organizations toward  

threats of globalization process. For example ,Özal put BSEC forward  and  unify 

countries to common interest with the including of Russia.Turkey is also one of the 

three founder member of ECO which founded in 1985.This organizations founded for 

developping economic,cultural and  trade cooperation between Turkey,Iran and 

Pakistan. After the collapsing Soviet Union, ECO was enlarged to Cental Asia. Today, 

ECO have 10 member that are Turkey, Iran, Pakistan, Azerbaijan, Afghanistan, 

Kazakhistan, Kırgızhistan, Turkmenhistan, Tajikistan,Uzbekistan. For founding of D-

8, Turkey have also a pioneering role.It is as an international organization which 

purpose to provide trade and cooperation between member states.
22

This three 

international organizations show us Turkey’s international organizations’ inclinations 

in 1990’s which established against globalization risks and for regional security. 
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CICA is  another international organizations which enhancing cooperation towards 

promotion peace,security and stability in Asia.The idea about CICA was first emerged 

by Kazakhistan president in 1992.
23

 And also Turkey has taken over the Chairmanship 

of (CICA) from Kazakhstan for 2010-2012, at the Third CICA Summit which was 

held in İstanbul on June 2010.
24

Furthermore; 

Turkey, taking an active interest as a permanent observer in the activities of the 

Organization of American States, the Association of Caribbean States and the 

African Union , has institutionalized its cooperation through the establishment of 

a Turkish-Arab Cooperation Forum with the Framework Agreement concluded in 

2007 with the Arab League and has moved its Strategic Dialogue with the Gulf 

Cooperation Council (GCC) into a structured framework in 2008.
25

 

As mentioned above, Turkey applied to Organization of American States(OAS) for 

being a observer in 1998 and the framework agreement between them signed in 

2011.With this relation; arranging training programs, exchange of technical 

informations, sustainable development,research activities in the fields of environment, 

education, culture, natural disasters, energy, social development ,industrial and 

business development and so on  are purposed to establish as a mechanism in these 

fields. Also, OAS support to the “Friends of Mediation” group which is joint initiative 

of Turkey and Finland. The reason of developing close relations between Turkey and 

OAS in large area can associate with Turkey’s political problems with Europe  during 

the 1990’s. Turkey  stil was not accepted the EU. 

 Other side, the relations with the region  of Caribbean States is provided by the 

international institution of this countries;ACS.Turkey’s permanent observer status in 

ACS is supplied with the “Framework Cooperation Agreement” in 2001 and after it 

has insitutionalized our cooperation.Besides Turkey provided asistance to ACS from 

time to time, the year of 2006 was also declared as “Year of Latin America and the 

Caribbean” in Turkey.Another organization is the African Union which Turkey 

relations with this Union developped after the 2002.The AU established in 1963 with 
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the principles of ending colonialism and gaining indepence of African States.Turkey 

gained as observer status in 2005 in the AU.The increasing relations can be refered 

that the first Africa Cooperation Summit was held in Istanbul.At the Summit, prior 

cooperation issues are as intergovernmental cooperation, agriculture, trade, health, 

energy,tourism and so on. Besides the Summit,TUSKON and DEIK made a “Turkey-

African-Business Forum.”The other close relation between Turkey and Africa was 

seen in “African Strategy” which intented to implement Summit decisions in a large 

area.The Summit also riched with the mechanism as First and Second High Level 

Official Meeting of Africa-Turkey partnership.Other hand, partnership is continued 

different kind of work.
26

These developments highlight the Turkey’s late foreign 

policy which contact with the large area of world and enlarge the relations in a global 

scale. 

Turkey are actively interested with the such international organizations considering 

the international politics.However, Turkey’s geopolitical position should be 

considered for power groups of the world.Today, the power centers of the worlds are 

United States, European Union, Russia,China and Japan.Turkey lies in the heart of all 

these power centers.Therefore,geopolitical position of Turkey is very important.At the 

same time, Turkey is in NATO which constitute large military force and unity within 

the geography of the world.On the other hand, the relations between USA, Caribbean 

States,Africa and Turkey are developped with the help of active role of international 

organizations.On the other hand, crucial statement is about Turkey’s disintegration 

about Asia according to 2012 report of United Nation Economic and Social 

Commission of Asia and Passific (UNESCAP).
27

Last point, It can not be ignored that 

Turkey is Muslim State which is also in the confrontation region of the Islamic World 

and the Christian West World.For this reason, identity have significant role of the 

membership of international organizations. 
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According to IDENTITY 

In the frame of identities,Turkey have ethnical and cultural bounds with diverse 

regions because of historical backgrounds as Balkans, Middle East, Central and South 

Asia, North Africa and Southern Caucusus. 

During the 1950’s, Turkish national interests were seen as paralel with USA and 

NATO interests by the Turkish government.Therefore, Menderes had a leading role 

for alliance efforts of USA in the Balkans and Middle East against the Soviet Union 

threat.In this context,  we will say that Turkey did not pay necessary attention for 

identities rather than  caring about  the governments’ interests.In this term, Turkey 

played crucial role in the founding of Balkan Pact (1953) and Baghdad Pact 

(1955).
28

However, Turkey moved together with the West even the United Nations 

voting and moved away the Islamic World at the same times.
29

Turkey is also first 

Muslim Countries which recognized Israel in 1949.Morever,Turkey did not give 

support for Algeria issues because of France.At result, Non-Aligned Movements did 

not give support for Cyprus issue of Turkey.
30

 

Becoming the 1970’s, Turkey started to search developing relations with the Non-

Aligned Movements and the Islamic World, because of gaining power of the right and 

left movements in domestic politics and oil crises in the Arab countries.Turkey 

participated the First Conference of OIC at the level of Turkish Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs.The following years,Turkey attended all of meetings as de facto. 

The ending of Cold War was a crucial for Turkey’s policies in international politics. 

USA and Soviet Union’s lose their influence on the northern and eastern countries of 

Turkey.This situation provide to empower relations with regions which Turkey have  

common identities and historical bounds as Balkans, Caucaus , Central Asia .Acording 
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to Akgün statement, 
31

more active policy of Turkey in this region is a normal pursuit 

of role in the her own geography without the weakening of West relations.He 

explained  aim of Turkey that is decreasing of threats which are caused by ethnical, 

religious and cultural based conflicts in the geography from Balkans to Central Asia 

and creating environment which region countries can develop commercial relations 

and economic developments.Also,Turkey supported taking part of Balkan Countries 

in  Europe-Atlantic foundations such as NATO and European Union  and worked for 

region to become as a stability and peace area not to rivalry .
32

 

In point of fact, perceptivity for different identities and cultures, tolerance and respect, 

intercultural dialogue as priority constitutes one of the most important principles of 

Turkish Foreign Politics. Turkey also followed the policy which pioneer and advocate 

the idea of intercultural dialogue. Within this framework, “ Alliance of 

Civilizations”
33

; intended abolishing of polarization and the lack dialoge between the 

Islam and the Western World , consolidating of mutual respect and sensibilities in the 

interculture and showed a concrete example of the peace idea of Turkish Foreign 

Policy. 

Turkey try reconciliation of own history and geography , work up into time and space 

to be as a strategic value in the globalizing world. In addition to Şensoy indicated  

“micro-nationalism”
34

 which can spring  in possible crisis situation.According to him, 

today;the unsucces of EU in the world,Turkey is the balance point in every scenario 

for the public welfare and consolidation of the society especially in Balkans. Within 

this framework, Turkey’s potential soft power can  be mentioned which start from 

Balkans and access to inlands of Central Asia. 
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According to TURKISH FOREIGN POLICY CHOICES 

Turkish Foreign Policy mainly groun on the peacekeeping principle of Mustafa Kemal 

Atatürk; “Peace at Home and Peace  Abroad”. Security issues and the international 

organizations’ role is  inside of main issues of TFP.It can be  referred with  this titles
35

 

,“Turkey’s Security (NATO)”, “Turkey and EU”, “Terrorism” ,“Arms Control and 

Disarmament”, “Combating Organized Crime”.Other hand, We will indicate six basic 

point
36

  about today’s continuing policy which are “ Relations with EU”, “Candidacy 

of Republic of Turkey to the UNSC for the period 2015-2016”, “Policy of Zero 

Problems with Our Neighbours”, “Resolution of Conflicts and Mediation”, “The 

Alliance of Civilization Initiative” “Turkey’s Development Cooperation”.The long 

history of acession of EU is not issue of this study.However, Turkey aims to be a 

member of EU,because of mutual economical and commercial reasons.Also, 

humanitarian and military activities  as in contributions of OGSP
37

 are beneficial for 

two parties according the declaration of the Turkish Ministry.The second point;UNSC 

Candidacy is explained in the geopolitical position part of this study.Thirdly,Policy of 

Zero Problems as the name suggests,it is the summary of the Turkey’ aims abou the 

elimination of problems with neighbours in her relations as much as possible.The 

regarding of role of international organizations, the example  with sphere of this 

policy that Turkey use NATO dimension for the bilateral economic relations with 

Bulgaria and Romania.The four point is the Alliance that launched by the Prime 

Ministers of Turkey and Spain,to be later adopted by the Secratary General  of the 

UN. The example of this policy also mentioned in the identity part.Lastly, as in the 

context of Turkey’s Development Cooperation and the Least Developed Countries 

aspects,Turkey’s development assistance providing activities were institutionalized by 

the establishment of Turkish International Cooperation and Development Agency 

(TIKA) which an agency designed for development assistance instituted in 1992.
38
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TIKA firstly purposed to help post-Soviet Countries.However, TIKA have enlarged  

regional realm such as the Balkans, the Middle East and Africa.Also, TIKA has 

coordination offices in 23 countries.
39

In this regard, TIKA’s effects on international 

cooperation of Turkey can not be ignored.The result of interaction between the 

coordination offices, TIKA’s existince was indicated and the joining of Development 

Assistance Group(DAG)
40

 by Turkey was led.The DAG is crucial for relations with 

international institutions which member are  such as IMF, African Development Bank, 

World Bank, UNDP , European Comission and so on.At this point, we can indicate 

that the effects of soft power with the light of establishment of aids in different 

countries is a policy to increase relations between Turkey and other regions’ 

organizations and international organizations. 

Besides the  considerable influence of geopolitcal position and continuation of 

identical linkage,  the soft power application in the Post-Cold War Era is a safe and a 

stable way (and gradually rise) especially after the Cold War periods.Turkey also 

significantly follow the way.We will see this in foreign policy and economy. 

Conclusion 

After all, the relations with the international organizations of Turkey is generally 

normal extension of TFP which developed in the frame of security/ geopolitical and 

political interests.Another factor for these relations is  the identity seek which try to 

explain the Turkey’s place in international integration. 

In the conclusion part, we will not mention about historical process because we have 

already referred it. Today, the understanding of multi-dimensional foreign policy of 

AKP’S government is seen in “Alliance of Civilizations”. This show us that Turkey 

pay attention both the East and  the West in the face of international organizations. 

Besides, Turkey  started to use the “ soft power” in the region relations after the 

ending of the Cold War and increasing the globalization. Also Turkey follow the TFP 

which  is based on regional organizations from the 1990’s. In this framework, 
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Davutoğlu state that Turkey is central country and have multidimensional regional 

connections.Therefore, this and Davutoğlu’s foreign policy indicate us, Turkey 

defined the policy about membership of international organizations according to being 

as balance point in the world.However, this study writer think that the  any or new 

possible change of balance of power or change of Turkey’s government, Turkey’s 

inclinations about membership of organizations gradually adopt these changes like 

being in westernization  foreign policy or multi-dimensional foreign policy.To sum 

up, we will say that Turkey totally balance own position according the changes. 
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